Take Action Canada would like to reiterate our position as an organization that is fully committed to
peaceful protest and lawful dissent, and to clearly state that we do NOT support or wish to be associated
with anyone who is advocating, suggesting or even just implying violent revolutionary change.
We are extremely concerned that any such person may be an agent provocateur, whose intention is to
bring discredit to our movement and give the authorities the excuse they need to violently clamp down on
us.
To clarify our position, we have drafted the following letter which we encourage all like-minded
organizations, groups and associations to issue prior to any reckless and inflammatory action which may
trigger broader retribution against us all.
Our commitment to peaceful protest and lawful dissent
Take Action Canada wishes to state – for the record – that we are absolutely committed to peaceful
protest, lawful dissent and the legal exercising of our enshrined Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, as demonstrated so well by the Trucker Convoy and Freedom protesters in Ottawa February
2022.
We do not believe in, advocate, promote or support any sort of violence, illegal criminal behaviour or
destructive revolutionary change and we do not believe, based on the lessons of history that change
through violence or force is a desirable foundation for the betterment of any country or society, especially
our own freedom-loving Canadian society.
To maintain this moral high ground and protect all Canadians from violence and retribution, we do not
support anyone who advocates for revolutionary change as revolution is not our intention or our purpose.
Our intention and purpose is specifically to defend and preserve the rights of ALL Canadians to freedom
of expression, freedom of choice and all other freedoms noted within our Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
To ensure the integrity of this cause, we will call out and distance ourselves from anyone who advocates,
or even suggests, revolution or violence. Such suggestions are not part of who we are, or part of our
modus operandi, so therefore anyone making such suggestions or insinuations is NOT part of our cause
and they do not represent us or speak on our behalf.

Consequently, we would like to state for the record that we do not agree with, support or endorse recent
comments made by Mr. Marcus Ray of Kelowna, British Columbia, and that we have no association or
dealings with him. We wish to clearly state that Mr. Marcus Ray does not speak for, or represent in any
way, Take Action Canada.
We seek the peaceful return of all our enshrined Canadian Rights and Freedoms and do not believe that
violence or the threat of violence is justified, even in the face of violence.
Sincerely,
Take Action Canada.

